PRESS RELEASE
Puzzles, wonky towers, guardian angels – the new
HABA products for a colorful fall 2022
Bad Rodach, July 2022 – HABA ushers in the fall with many new play and toy
products. Whether you’re building, puzzling, cuddling, or reading – there's
something for every age group to playfully pass long evenings.
From the popular Logic! series comes the next game for colorful puzzle fun.
Following the Logic! CASE puzzle cards, HABA now presents the smart logic and
hidden object game "Where is Wanda?" 60 puzzles with an increasing degree
of difficulty await children ages 4 years and older, whose task is to track down the
little monster Wanda in the colorful hustle and bustle of the house. A colorful puzzle
game that trains precise observation and children's first combination and spatial
assignment skills – in a super fun way like all HABA games!
Two new adventures of the popular investigative crime game "The Key" are
waiting to be solved by children ages 8 years and older: "The Key – Royal Star
Casino Burglary" and the particularly tricky case "The Key – Escape from
Strongwall Prison." Only those who combine all hints as efficiently as possible
will find the right code for the solution. The varying rounds and many game
variations make replaying particularly appealing. The games can be played alone
or, as is particularly popular at the moment, cooperatively.
HABA presents building blocks in a different way with the 3D arranging game
"Wonky Towers." Using the enclosed template cards, wonky towers, wobbly
bridges or slanted figures are constructed from the blocks, wedges and steps. The
addition of balls allows construction of even more trickier constructions. The
unusual shapes not only ensure plenty of building fun – they also help to develop
fine motor skills, concentration, and hand-eye coordination through play.

Budding readers aged 10 months and older can use the HABA baby books to
practice how it feels to hold a book in their hands and develop their creativity. The
five colorful sides, made of lightweight, sturdy lime plywood, can be turned easily
thanks to the handle hole on the side. There are three colorful HABA stories to
discover: "The Orchard," "Forest Animals," and "Dinos."
Go through life protected from the very beginning – with the new HABA guardian
angels. Whether for a birth, a christening, a birthday, or just because, the cute
angels are the perfect companions for babies and children. HABA presents the
guardian angel series with mini dolls, pacifier and pram decoration, and
dangling figures. Every product offers haptic enjoyment, is manufactured from
untreated wood where possible, and can accompany little ones from the very
beginning.

About HABA

HABA has made it their mission to bring joy to children. At the same time, children also develop abilities
such as social, fine motor skills, and communication skills. Our products allow children to develop at
an age-appropriate level and without pressure. Our toys allow us to accompany babies and toddlers in
all their individual developmental stages. We go on expeditions and adventures in nature with children
and our Terra Kids outdoor products. People of all ages come together at the table with our family
games. We support children and their families. Every day. From the very start. For a lifetime.
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